
IML Click & ViewPoint

Turn every presentation, meeting 
or training session into a valuable 
working experience.

Your presentation, now interactive.

ViewPoint combined with the IML Click is the most intuitive 

and user-friendly PowerPoint voting system available. With 

the click of a button, you can turn a standard PowerPoint 

slide into an interactive question. Gain real measurements  

of knowledge transfer and retention in minutes—not months. 

ViewPoint also offers one-click exporting to Excel, just click 

the ‘Create Reports’ button to view all of the valuable data 

you just collected.

Easy, effective and efficient communication made possible 

with ViewPoint and IML Click.

Communicate complex ideas 
with the click of a button.
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Create 
Create interactive questions 

directly in PowerPoint.

Interact 
Your audience interacts instantly 
using their own wireless Clicks.

Communicate 
Discuss results live or analyze 
detailed data at a later date.



IML Click & ViewPoint

Upgrade your presentation

DATA STORAGE AND REPORTING
All data is safely stored in the Lumi database allowing 
results to be analyzed and shared after the event. 
Whether you’re interested in the high level overview 
of your meeting or want to get to the finest level of 
granularity, it’s all there.

ADVANCED ANALYSIS
Gain perspective on your results. ViewPoint’s analysis 
features allow you easily analyze results during or after 
your meeting.

⊲   Demographic Split: Learn what insight exists across 
various segments. Simply split voting results into a 
variety of demographics—like gender, region, age or 
any other characteristic of interest.

⊲   Compare: Ask a question to establish a baseline, 
and after the presentation, ask the same question 
again—both sets of results are shown instantly, 
making it easy to gauge progress.

⊲   Recall: Revisit any polling question at any time 
throughout your presentation to highlight previous 
results or to view results you chose to hide the first 
time around.
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MULTI-ANSWER AND RANKING 
QUESTIONS
Audiences may vote for as many choices as they like 
where answers are of equal importance. You can also 
let your audience collaborate in key business decisions 
by ranking their highest priority choices.

USER REGISTRATION AND TRACKING
ViewPoint includes easy user tracking and registration. 
You can create or import a list of all your attendees 
to track participation over time and ensure each 
individual is meeting your key objectives.

QUIZ SCORING AND SCOREBOARDS
Track knowledge retention, certify learning or invite a 
little friendly competition to your meeting. ViewPoint 
allows you to create scoreboards in seconds. Increase 
the competitiveness of your quiz with speed scoring—
the faster you answer, the more points you receive! 
Scores can be broken down by teams or individually, 
all within a matter of seconds. Then, use PowerPoint  
to style and animate your scoreboards to fit your 
meeting theme.

FREE TO DISTRIBUTE LICENSE
ViewPoint is completely free to distribute. As long as 
you have a registered IML Click receiver, anyone in 
your group can enjoy the benefits of ViewPoint and 
IML Clicks.


